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Model Number:

CHDHZ-103

Fusion captures spherical video and photos, recording everything
so you can find the best shots later. Play it back in VR or use
OverCapture to create traditional videos and photos you can
share right on your phone.1 With ultra smooth stabilization and
5.2K video, Fusion is like having a professional film crew with you
wherever you go.

What’s Included

FEATURES + BENEFITS
Spherical Video

5.2K30
3K60

Capture incredible spherical video of everything around you by shooting in every direction
at once.

OverCapture

18MP

OverCapture lets you frame and punch out the perfect shot from any angle to create
amazing traditional videos right on your phone.1

Control + Create With the GoPro App
Use your phone for shot preview and playback, OverCapture, editing spherical videos and
sharing.1

1080p30
720p60

Immersive 360 Experiences
Play back spherical footage that brings everyone into the moment with you.

Gimbal-Like Stabilization

NEXT-LEVEL
STABILIZATION

Create shockingly smooth videos without a gimbal.

Seamless Video Stitching
Immerse yourself in your VR content without stitch lines getting in the way.2

5.2K30 Video

360
AUDIO

Fusion takes image quality to the next level with stunning 5.2K30 video.

18MP Photo
Take pro-quality spherical photos in Single, Burst, Time Lapse, Night and Night Lapse modes.

WATERPROOF
16FT (5M)

360 Audio
Multiple microphones combine to capture spherical surround sound that comes at you from
every direction.

Waterproof

VOICE
CONTROL

Fusion is waterproof down to 16ft (5m) without a housing.2

Voice Commands
Easily control Fusion with commands like, “GoPro shoot burst.”

GPS

FEATURES + BENEFITS CONTINUED

FUSION GRIP

Built-In GPS

Grip
Extension Pole
Tripod

Fusion captures your GPS path, speed, elevation gain and more.

Fast-Charging Ready
Boost your charge time. Fusion is fully compatible with the Supercharger power adapter,
sold separately.

Includes Fusion Grip
The ultra versatile Fusion Grip was specially designed for shooting VR at just the right
angle and distance. The built-in tripod and extension pole help you set up and change
shots on the fly.

Works With GoPro Mounts
Compatible with most GoPro mounts to help you get the shot every time.

GoPro Fusion Studio
Take your edits to the max. Create amazing professional videos and sync up with Adobe®
Premiere® and After Effects®.

1
OverCapture compatibility available on iOS® only, Android™ coming soon.
Full compatibility on iPhone® 6s, iPad mini™ 4 and later devices. Compatibility varies for earlier devices. See full details.
2
Stitch lines will be visible in spherical content shot under water.

SUPPORTING MODES + FEATURES
PROTUNE FOR
VIDEO + PHOTO
HILIGHT TAG

SINGLE PHOTO

TIME LAPSE PHOTO

BURST PHOTO

NIGHT LAPSE PHOTO

NIGHT PHOTO

TIME LAPSE VIDEO

Create + share anywhere.
Preview and play back shots, edit videos and share them on the
spot with the GoPro app.1

See more at partner.gopro.com
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